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1 A student carries out an investigation on a piece of steel wire to determine 
its Young Modulus using the arrangement shown in the diagram below.

Fixed
end

 (a)  Complete the diagram by writing the missing labels in the four  
empty boxes. [2]

 (b)  (i)  On the diagram show accurately the length of the steel wire that 
should be measured. 

   Mark this as ‘L’.   [1]

  (ii)  Choose the most appropriate length of steel wire that the  
student should use for the investigation. Circle the most 
appropriate answer.

   0.5 m    1.0 m    2.0 m [1]

 (c)  The student wishes to collect data to determine accurate values for 
stress and strain. Additional pieces of apparatus are required. 

  State three additional pieces of apparatus required and outline what 
they will each be used to measure.

Apparatus   

Use  

Apparatus   

Use  

Apparatus   

Use  [3]
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 (d)  Show that the Young Modulus E can be written as

  
E FL

A L
�

�

  where F is the tensile force in the wire,
    L is the length of wire under test,
    A is the cross-sectional area of the wire, and 
    ∆L is the extension of the wire.

[2] 
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2 A student produced the following stress–strain graph for copper wire as 
shown below.
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 (a) Use the graph to determine the Young Modulus of copper, stating an 
appropriate unit.

Young Modulus               [4]
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 (b) The diameter of the copper wire is 1.32 mm. Calculate the stress 
produced when the wire is stretched by a force of 320 N.

Stress            Pa [5]
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3 Materials can be grouped into distinct categories; metals, ceramics, 
glasses, polymers and composites.

 (a) (i) What is meant by the term composite? 

 [1]

  (ii) State one benefit of a composite material.

   [1]

 (b) From the list in bold above, complete the table below by choosing the 
category that matches up correctly to each of the following examples 
of use of a material.

Example of use of a material Category

Soft drinks can

Reinforced concrete

Nylon clothing 

False teeth

[4]

 (c)  (i)  Glass is an amorphous material. What is meant by amorphous 
material? 

 [1]

  (ii) Metals have a crystalline structure. Describe what is meant by 
crystalline structure. 

 [1]
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 (d)  Sodium is commonly represented by the symbol Na23
11.

  Common salt has a crystalline structure containing Na+ ions.

  Complete the table to show the particle name, number and location of 
each of the charged particles in the Na+ ion.

Particle Number Location

[2]

 (e) What is the difference between thermosetting plastics (thermosets) 
and thermoplastics in terms of cross-links and crystalline structure?

 [2]
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4 (a)  Traditionally, penny coins were made of bronze. Bronze is a mixture of 
two metals, one of which is copper. 

© Getty Images

(i) Name the other metal that combines with copper to give bronze.

 [1]

(ii) What is the special name given to a mixture of two or more
materials, one of which is a metal?

 [1]

(iii) In 1992 the composition of penny coins was changed to copper-
plated steel. What two materials combine to give steel?

 [1]

(b) The change in composition came about due to the price of copper
increasing. This caused the value of the copper in pre-1992 coins to
exceed their face value. Copper-plated steel was much more
affordable.

Suggest two other factors you consider to be important when choosing
the composition of coins. Give a reason for each choice.

Factor 1:

Reason 1: 

Factor 2: 

Reason 2: 

[4]
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 (c) Complete the table below to show the different properties of brass and 
stainless steel.

Property Brass Stainless Steel

Main composition

Colour Silver-grey

Use Musical instruments

[4]

 (d)  (i)  What is annealing?

 [1]

  (ii)  Outline briefly how this process is carried out. 

 [2]
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5 (a)  One new material class that has interesting properties and remarkable 
technological promise is that of nanomaterials. 

  (i)  Suggest two potential benefits of the use of nanotechnology  
to society.

 [2]

  (ii)  Suggest two potential risks of the use of nanotechnology  
to society.

 [2]

 (b)  (i)  Describe the structure of a carbon nanotube.

 [1]

  (ii)  An important physical property of a carbon nanotube is that it is 
highly flexible so it can be bent considerably without damage. 
State another two physical properties of a carbon nanotube.

 [2]
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6 Smart materials are finding an increasing range of uses. 

 (a) (i)  Define the term smart material.

 [1]

  Piezoelectric materials can be used for intruder alarms and fire 
alarms. 

  (ii)  State two unique features of a piezoelectric material.

 [2]

 (b)  For the following situations, state the type of smart material best 
suited for each and include a feature of the chosen smart material.  

  (i) Situation: Safety feature on food containers to show  
hot/cold food.

Type of smart material:  [1]

Feature:  [1]

  (ii) Situation: Nitinol is used in dental braces to pull teeth into 
correct position in the mouth.

Type of smart material:  [1]

Feature:  [1]
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7 (a)  (i)  A jeweller melts a small block of gold 50.0 mm × 20.0 mm × 
50.0 mm.  
The density of gold is 19.32 gcm−3. Calculate the mass of the gold 
used in kilograms.

   You are advised to show your working.
   Give your answer to 3 significant figures.

Mass          kg  [5]

  (ii)  The jeweller designs a new gold ring of mass 5 g. What is the 
density of the gold in this ring? 

Density          gcm−3 [1]

 (b) Platinum is another metal jewellers use.  
It has a density of 21.45 gcm−3.  
The jeweller now makes two bracelets, one gold and one platinum, 
each weighing 125.0 g. 

  Calculate the difference in the volumes of the bracelets made from 
the two types of metal.

  You are advised to show your working.

Difference in volume          cm3 [3]
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8 In the 1960s, copper was the most commonly used material for central 
heating pipes in our homes. In the 1990s, plastic pipework became more 
popular, particularly for use in underfloor heating systems. 

 Study the information in the table below. 

Material Price 
per 
15 mm 
tube /£

Thermal 
Conductivity 
/Wm−−1K−−1

Stiffness Corrosion

Copper £2.60 401 Rigid May corrode over a 
period of time

Plastic 
(Polybutylene)

£1.52 0.23 Flexible No effect due to 
excellent chemical 
resistance

 (a) Evaluate the factors that influence the choice of material for central 
heating pipes in the home.

  Your answer should:
   include a brief explanation of the importance of each factor in the 

table above when choosing the best material;
   include another factor, not listed in the table, which is important to 

consider when choosing the most suitable material for this 
purpose and explain why;

   conclude by stating the material you would choose for central 
heating pipes and a reason for your choice.

  Quality of written communication will be assessed in this 
question.

  Importance of each factor
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  Other factor and reason

  Conclusion

 [6]

 (b) Polyethylene is a flexible plastic foamed insulation. Give two 
suggestions as to why polyethylene is widely used for insulating home 
heating pipes.

[2]
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